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Man Caught Harassing Witness

Police are reviewing footage of a Lubavitcher who

threatened a black school guard who is a witness to

Wednesday's wild chase incident. Captain Peter

Simonetti told COLlive the foreign-born Jew was the

one who hit the black teen first.

By COLlive reporter

A police investigation of a fight in Crown Heights that continued

into a wild chase has flipped the story COLlive reported

Wednesday.

As it appears from the investigation, the black teen was poking

fun at the Lubavitcher near Apple Bank on Albany Avenue.

According to a witness, who was in a taxi and kept driving while

watching the chase, the foreign-born Jew (said to be Russian or

Israeli) got angry and hit the black youngster.

"Only then - after he was hit - did the black kid punch the Jew in

the forehead," Captain Peter Simonetti, Commanding Officer of

the 71st Precinct, told COLlive.

"In the last 24 hours we investigated all sides and we have video

footage from Albany and the evidence showed that it was not the

black teen who started the violence," he added.
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Calls have been made to attend this week's precinct meeting in

the auditorium of a Public School at 400 Empire Blvd.

An official from Mayor Michael Bloomberg's office, who was in

Crown Heights Thursday ahead of the meeting, called on the

community to keep an open mind.

"It seems like some people in the neighborhood are interested in

instigating a fight and problems," he said. "Someone is feeding

people misinformation for their own interest, and they have no

problem with writing false facts."

Police were also reviewing footage of a Lubavitcher in a black hat

and jacket who approached a black woman, who works as a school

guard, and was a witness to the incident.

"He came over and threatened the woman," an official at the

precinct said. "After she said she will call the police he walked

away."
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Opinions and Comments

1

joe

if anyone is interested in learning some serious Martial arts

please feel free to email me @ chprotection@gmail.com

i can help set up classes

(6/18/2009 11:33:44 AM)

2

Not so fast

How was she a witness to something on eastern parkway?

Doesn't she stay on the corner of crown?

And who knows what he said to her...

(6/18/2009 1:38:42 PM)

3

theres right and wrong

and then theres street smart and street success

(6/18/2009 2:37:44 PM)

4

thats not fair

maybe the lubavitcher shouldnt have started up but atleast the shvartze

shouldnt have "poked fun"

(6/18/2009 2:49:28 PM)

5

It is unbelievable how other sites twisted the facts.

All this to try and make Inspector of the 71st pct. Peter Simonetti look bad,

no matter what the cost, (Inspector Simonetti happens to be the best we

ever had in this community)

There are already 4 different versions of this fight that took place on Albany

Avenue,Not one of them has much truth to it.

As it happens to be the police did a very fair job in investigating the fight.

what is known is that the Black male did harass and frighten a Jewish

member of the community and it is this black male who instigated the entire
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incident, and in my book he does deserve a few “petch” but things need to

be done with “Seichel” if you are going to deliver some education to this

young black idiot, to have the black arrested, because that is what lead to

the arrest of the Jew who was involved .

Thanks for reading

(6/18/2009 3:33:10 PM)

6

how can you know what was said for a video

these survailance camera's dont have sound...

(6/18/2009 6:17:07 PM)

7

to number 5

speaking to the kollel yungerman who was the victim of this black perp, I

got a different story, actually it was the same story I saw on other sites. It is

quite clear that you are trying to help simonetti to cover what happened

here, well I don't blame simonetti, he's trying to difuse the situation and

work out of a mess, and Ur probably one of his boys in cop that are.

Spreading his lies and deciet to cover for him! It is also clear U have an anti

shomrim agenda, its ok ur not the first, despite all U haters shomrim us

continuing to grow and help the community, and not joining cop and doing

simonettis dirty work.

(6/18/2009 6:18:52 PM)

8

get rid of this guard!

IF it's true that a Yid verbally harassed the crossing guard...that is wrong.

HOWEVER, she needs to be removed from her job. Firstly, she says she

"saw" the Yid assault the Black? Where? From Crown & Albany all the way

up to EP? yeah, right! She's a troublemaking liar.

Enough of her goyishe church songs at full volume. Not what Yiddishe

Kinder should be hearing right outside their Yeshiva, the last thing they

hear before they start learning Torah.

When my daughter was giving birth a nurse in the hospital started with

these songs. My son in law didn't want his baby's first sounds being klippa,

so he told her to leave & insisted on another nurse. No problem there, so

why should finding another, normal crossing guard be a problem?

Songs & words stick in the psyche...how many times have we all hummed a

tune we heard somewhere?!

Get parents to do the job on a rotating basis until they find someone

suitable. I'm not a parent but I'll volunteer. Our children are too precious for

this garbage.

One last thing. There is truth to what #5 wrote, although in fairness their

website is the only one that addresses police/community relations. Of

course they sometimes get it wrong (not acceptable, I agree) but at least

they do it.

(6/18/2009 11:17:06 PM)

9

mesira

תודה לכל האנשים שנתן למשטרה ווידיאו. על הווידיאו המשטרה ראו שהיהודי נתן מכות

.ראשון

THINK BEFORE YOU ACT

(6/19/2009 2:20:12 AM)

10

What the Lubavitcher told the black woman

I was waching from my window, the Lubavitcher scrame at her saying: your
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a lier! (whats wrong with that??)

(6/19/2009 3:26:56 AM)

11

sailor

#9 is right on I cannot stand to hear the drossing gaurds goyishe religious

songs. She does it on purpose and to see how she accused a yid without

having been able to see shows her true intentions. She must go. I do not

want my precious jewish neshomos hearing these songs.

Let her sing in her place of worship or in Harlem or in Brownsville. I wonder

if the people there would be as tolerant as we are?

(6/19/2009 3:41:41 AM)

12

to # 9

you are 100% correct we muct remove this guard ASAP, how can we trust

her to protect our jewish kids?

(6/19/2009 3:51:40 AM)

13

to Number 8

You and the Kollel yungerman are fools and acting out of emotion rather

than using common sense, he is rightfully disturbed and angry that this

black thug did scream in his ear and cause him to feel threatened, but he

was not on the next block where the actual violence took place, and does

not know those facts, unfortunately there are goyshe witnesses who did

see what happened as well as yiddisher witnesses, like I said previously

the Police acted within the law,

Unfortunately these days you just can’t beat a black man in a public street

just because he screamed in someone’s ear and made him feel alarmed, if

you want to deliver a few “petch” for what happened, you do it in a dark

alley where there are no witnesses, this way no yid has to get arrested.

Now you tell me was it worth the yid being hurt sooo hard in the head, and

then being arrested, as a result of emotion and not putting thought into how

to react, to what the black hoodlum did????

It is also known that the yid that was hurt and arrested did not want

anything to do with the Police, he didn’t even want to press charges,

because he didn’t want trouble, but he was pushed by people using their

emotion rather than their brains like a Chosid “Moiach Shalit al Halev”

It is also clear to me that that the crossing guard is a lying anti-Semite and

should be thrown out of here, as she did not see what happened on Albany

between Union and President, and just injected her hatred of the Jewish

people in to this story.

(6/19/2009 3:54:16 AM)

14

to 14

"but he was not on the next block where the actual violence took place".

DID YOU SPEAK TO HIM??? I did. and what your saying isn't true. The

Kollel Yungerman originally attacked persued the perp all the way to

Empire where he got arrested. AND I SAW THE SECURITY FOOTAGE

CLEARLY SHOWING THE YUNGERMAN SEVERAL PACES BEHIND

THE SHVARTZA, RUNNING AND CHASING HIM (I saw the footage of him

on Crown street several paces behind the shvartza).

Please Don't post your trashy rechilus when you don't know what your

talking about.

Un zayt vehn hut a goy mer nemanus fun a yid? Ihr megt shemen. Ihr gate

nit loit shulchan aruch.

(6/19/2009 4:13:00 AM)

15

This is how we teach them?

We don't need to act like Esav. If someone verbally attacks a Jew, the Jew
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can use it as a time to educate the person with words. Black youth are not

taught anything about Judaism or Jews, except that Hitler murdered Jews

in the Holocaust and negative things in their schools about zionism so how

do you expect them to have a positive image of Jews?

(6/19/2009 6:15:10 AM)

16

opinion

And poking fun isn't considered "starting"?

(6/19/2009 6:38:35 AM)

17

to fool a fool

everybody are fools besides you.

but aren't you trying to fool those fools.

(6/19/2009 8:09:19 AM)

18

to 15

Words don't work with some violent youth. And not with some violent

leaders. That's why it's wise to begin with a diplomatic tactic, but switch

immediately to a forceful tactic when dealing with a dangerous, violent thug

or leader. Even Churchill wasn't 100% against pacifism with hitler. He just

realized very fast that it's not working with hitler.

Same with those Lubavitchers. They (I was there) started off trying to

reprimand the black teen with words for his aggression to that Jewish

yungerman. He responded immediately with getting violent and walking

towards them with clenched fists, and at that point they were forced to

switch modes, and were forced to attempt (unsuccessfully) to physically

subdue him.

(6/19/2009 8:22:19 AM)

19

efee

everyone makes mystakes

(6/19/2009 11:19:41 AM)

20

The punk got what he deserved

Did the investigator care to share what the black teen said? was it possibly

antisemitic? If the black teen was saying anti semitic slurs, which by the

way is a crime, called a hate crime he deserves quite a few punches in the

face. I think it should be known what the black teen was poking fun at. We

need to defend ourselves. I suspect it was anti semitic slurs

(6/19/2009 12:28:51 PM)

21

fed up

in my humble dictionary the shvartze started up by poking fun (if that's all

that he was doing). and that is not being addressed at all. as for the

shvartze crossing guard, I know her as I live in the vicinity of the school and

see her every single day, as well as hear (not by choice) her stupid kirche

singing (I wonder if she thinks she can sway the kids with it), and I can tell

you for a fact she does not hide her feelings of favoring shvartze's and

blaming Jews. she does it ALL the time. If she clalims she saw what

happened than she's a plain straight out LIER! the parents of the yeshivah

kids should petition for a different guard.

(6/20/2009 6:11:53 PM)

22

efee

Everybody makes mystakes

(6/21/2009 4:55:51 AM)
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What's Your Opinion? Post a Comment
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